FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Aeroturn Wins Prestigious New Product Of The Year Award
From Security Today at GSX 2018
Leading CT-based turnstile manufacturer receives new product of the year award for its
portal dual barrier man-trap turnstile in the perimeter protection category.
Oxford, CT – October 3, 2018, Aeroturn LLC, a leading turnstile manufacturer
that offers 100% Made in The USA turnstiles, today announced that the company
has won the prestigious New Product of the Year Award in the perimeter
protection category from Security Today for its Portal Dual Barrier Man-Trap
Turnstile. The New Product of the Year Award is now in its tenth successful year
and the program honors the outstanding product development achievements of
security equipment manufacturers whose products are considered particularly
noteworthy in their ability to improve security.
Aeroturn’s Portal Dual Barrier Man-Trap Turnstile was developed by Aeroturn
due to end users wanting to improve throughput, while maintaining the highest
level of security for locations requiring extreme vetting of personnel. Typical
man-traps require security personnel to usher passages and at times even disable
current equipment due to the very low throughput; max of 2-3 per minute. Built
on the Aeroturn Portal platform; this translating hinge motion never has the
swinging glass panels moving towards a pedestrian, making it an extremely safe
option. The Dual Barrier Man-Trap improves throughput up to 10 passages per
minute without any compromise at the specific security checkpoints; making this
an ideal turnstile solution for federal and non-federal locations where the highest
throughput is required while maintaining man-trap level vetting.
“With this incredibly secure machine, Aeroturn’s Portal Dual Barrier Man-Trap
Turnstile brings the industry’s best perimeter protection mechanism to the table
and offers additional benefits that include: 5-Years / Zero-Maintenance
Warranty, a 10 million passage guarantee, 100% Designed & fabricated in CTUSA, 10,000 cycle factory burn-in, & Factory direct delivery & installation,”
states Michael Stoll, VP of Technical Sales & Marketing at Aeroturn. “We are
extremely proud to have received this award from Security Today and recognized
for delivering the very best turnstile solutions to our clients.”
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The company’s customer first philosophy is the driving force behind its success.
Customers can rely on Aeroturn to deliver the very best in turnstile solutions now and in
the future. For further information on Aeroturn turnstile solutions, visit
www.aeroturn.com.

About Aeroturn LLC
Based out of our 100% Made in USA Oxford, CT location, Aeroturn has been offering
integrators and end users this century’s turnstiles that include a comprehensive range of
turnstile products. With an engineering team that is second to none; the team has been
together for over two and a half decades in the product design, development and
manufacturing field and continues to lead the way in the security industry. Since its
inception in 2001, Aeroturn offers every customer a 5-year warranty, zero maintenance
mechanisms, 10 million passages guaranteed, site specific cabinets, 10,000 cycle factory
burn-in, and industry unique-factory direct delivery & installation. The company installed
its first turnstiles in 2003 and 2004 and has not stopped delivering quality turnstiles and
services over the years to its high-profile customers in a wide variety of vertical markets
that includes commercial, private, government, industrial, bio-pharma and education.
Working closely with the architect, consultant & engineering community, Aeroturn
understands the specific needs of its customers and continues to exceed expectations on
each and every project. For further information on Aeroturn’s turnkey turnstile solutions,
visit www.aeroturn.com.
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